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Questions were raised by Congress concerning the Energy
Research and Development Administration's (EtDA's)
administration of a contract to demonstrate a process for
converting coal to clear boiler fuel, efforts to safeguard
against organizational conflicts of interest in awarding and
administering con+-acts for fossil energy demonstration plants,
and reasons for rejecting a proposal for a gasification
demonstration plant. Findinas/Conclusions: The first Federal
attempt: to demonstrate a synthetic fossil energy technology by
converting coal to a clean burning liquid fuel had many
technical and managerial problems. It failed in its initial
nhase despite a $10 million cost overrun and a 14 1/2 month time
overrun and was terminated on June 15, 1977. ERDA considered
possible organizational conflicts of interest in awarding and
administering contracts for the demonstration plants, but did
not require disclosure of interest statements or conflict of
interest clauses in awarding such contiacts. ERDA rejected the
gasification demonstration plant proposal primarily because the
compan7 was unwilling to accept the 50-50 Government industry
cost-snaring requirements. Recommendations: Tc avoid repetition
of the failure of the first attempt, the ERDA Administrator
should: 1S adequately resolve significant technical problems
before the demonstration plant phase is begun; 2) require the
development and formal approval of project plans before projects
are started and when changes are proposed; ard 3) require the
establishment and implementation of formal project monitoring
systems which would enable ERDA management to track project
progress and costs. To preclude possible organizational
conflicts of interest, ERDA should develop and implement
procedures requiring a formal, documented analysis of possible
conflicts of interest before awarding research and development



cont.racts. (tlutho'/SS)
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First Federal Attempt To
lemonst fte ASynthetic Fossil
Energy Technology--A Failure

GAO found that:

--The Coalcon projeLt--the first Federal
attempt to dermonstnte a synthetic fos-
sil energy technology by con erting
coal to a clean burning liquid fuel-was
plagued by technical and managerial
problems from the beginning; failed in
its initial phase despite a $10 million
cost overrun (211 percent) and a
14-1/2 month schedule slippage; and
was terminated on June 15. 1977.

--The Energy Research and Development
Administration considers possible or-
ganizational conflicts of interest in
awarding and administering contracts
for fossil energy demonstration plants
but does not require disclosure of inter-
est statements or conflict of interest
clauses in awarding such contracts.

--The Energy Research and Development
Administration rejected a proposal
from Ken-Tex Energy Corporation to
design, construct, and opeaate a gasifi-
cation demonstration plant because
Ken-Tax was unwilling to accept the
50-50 Government-industry cost shar-
ing requirements for constructing and
operating the plant as specified in the
Request for Proposals.

EDD~n AUGUST 17, 1977



COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STA'TES
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20U

B-178205

The Honorable John D. Dingell
Chairman, Subcommittee on Energy

and Power
Committee on Interstate and

Foreign Commerce
qouse of Representatives

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This report addresses the questions raised in your lettersof November 12, 23, and December 21, 1976, on the EnergyResearch and Development Administration's (ERDA's) (1) adminis-tration of a contract awarded to Coalcon Company to demonstratea process for converting coal to clean boiler fuel, (2) effortsto safeguard against organizational conflicts of interest inawarding and administering contracts for fossil energy demon-stration plants. art (3) reasons for rejecting a proposal fromKen-Tex Energy Corporation to design, construct, and operatea gasification demonstration plant.

As agreed with your office, we are also looking into ERDA sFossil Energy Demonstration Plants Program, paying particular
attention to ERDA's approach for developing and ultimately com-mercializing fossil energy technologies. We will send you copiesof our report to the Congress on the results of tt s work when itis issued.

In summary, this report shows that:

-- The Coalcon project--the first Federal attempt to
demonstrate a synthetic fossil energy technology
by converting coal to a clean burning liquid fuel--
was plagued by technical and managerial problems
from the beginning; failed in its initial phase
despite a $10 million cost overrun (211 percent)
and a 14-1/2 month schedule slippage; and was
terminated on June 15, 1977.

--ERDA considers possible organizational conflicts ofinterest in awarding and administering contracts
for fossil energy demonstration plants but does not
require disclosure of interest statements or conflict
of interest clauses in awarding such contracts.
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--ERDA rejected the Ken-Tex proposal prima::ily because
Ken-Tex was unwilling to accept the 50-50 Government-
industry cost sharing requirements for constructing
and operating the plant as specified in the Request
for Proposals.

ADMINIS2RATION OF THE
COALCON PROJECT

The Coalcon project was a part of ERDA's Clean Boiler
Fuel Demonstration Program which was initiated in 1974 by the
Office of Coal Research, Department of the Interior. The over-
all objective of this program is to demonstrate by 1983 that
coal can be converted to clean boiler liquid fuel in an eco-
nomically and environmentally acceptable manner.

As a first step to achieve this objective, Interior
awarded Coalcon--a partnership between Chemical Construction
Corporation and Union Carbide Corporation--a $237 million con-
tract on January 17, 1975, to design, construct, and operate
a clean boiler fuel demonstration plant.

The contract was awarded 2 days prior to the transfer of

the program and program personnel to ERDA when the agency was
created. According to ERDA's Deputy Assistant Administrator
for Fossil Energy, who previously headed Interior's Office of
Coal Research. the Coalcon contract was awarded 2 days prior
to ERDA's formation to avoid additional administrative burdens
imposed by the Federal Nonnuclear Research and Development Act
of 1974 (Public Law 93-577) which authorizes EkDA's nonnuclear
research and development programs. For example, the Act
requires prior congressional approval of nonnuclear research
and development projects with expenditures over $50 million
and would have delayed the $237 million contract to Coalcon.

In our view, the Coalcon project failed in itq initial
phase despite a $10 million cost overrun (211 percent) and a
14-1/2 month schedule slippage, primarily because

--research and development had not been sufficiently
carried out to resolve several significant tech-
nical problems;

-- ERDA never had both an adequate work plan for the
project and an effective system to monitor and con-
trol the contractor's progress and project costs; and

-- ERDA did not take timely action to redirect or
terminate the project when it became evident
that it was in serious trouble.
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As a result of Coalcon's failure, ERDP's objective to
demonstrate by 1983 that coal can be successfully converted
to clean boiler liquid fuel cannot be achieved because it
takes 8 to 12 years from project conception through successful
demonstration.

Recommendations to the
ERDA Admln-T-strator

To avoid recurrence of the types of problems encountered
in the Coalcon project in future demonstration efforts, we
recommend that the ERDA Administrator:

--Adequately resolve significant technical problems
before the demonstration plant phase is begun.

-- Require the development and formal approval of
project plans, with associated milestones and
decision points, before projects are started.
All proposed changes to approved plans should
also be formally approved.

--Require the establishment and implementation of
formal project monitoring systems whic" would
enable ERDA management to track project progress
and costs. Establishment of project plans, mile-
stones, decision points, and monitoring systems
would enable ERDA to identify project problems and
take corrective actions in a timely manner.

Appendix I discusses our findings on the Coalcon project
in more detail.

CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

Your letters asked that we review ERDA's efforts to safe-

guard against organizational conflicts of interest in awarding
and administering contracts for fossil energy demonstration
plants. and specifically, in precluding such conflicts in (1)
selecting the Coalcon process and in awarding future contracts
for pilot plants using the Coalcon technology, (2) selecting
the Coalcon site, and (3) Jnion Carbide's takeover of Coalcon.

ERDA's safeluard efforts
and the Coalcon _rocess

At the time of our review, the contract awarded to Coalcon

Company by the Department of the Interior was the first and only
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Federal contract awarded to build a fossil energy demonstration
plant. ERDA had not awarded any other contract for a fossil
energy demonstration plant and had no plans to award a contract
for a pilot plant using the Coalcon technology.

On December 22, 1976, we issued a report to former
Congressman Ken Hechler, which discussed ERDA's policiec and
procedures for considering organizational conflicts of interest
in awarding all research and development contracts, including
contracts for fossil energy demonstration projects. (See
Appendix II.) We took the position that in awarding these
contracts ERDA should require a disclosure of interest state-
ment and a modified version of the conflict of interest
provision. A cisclosure statement should be required in pro-
posers' responses to requests for proposals, describing all
relevant facts concerning the propcsers' present or planned
financial, contractual, organizational, or other interests
relatinc to the work to be performed. A modified conflict ofinterest clause should be included in contracts, prohibiting
contractors from biasing the work results for their benefit.
Such requirements would help ensure that contractors (1) do
not obtain any unfair competitive advantage over other parties
by virtue of their performance and (2) are not biased because
of their current or planned interests which relate to the work
under contract.

ERDA does not agree that disclosure of interest statements
and modified conflict of interest clauses need be required for
all research and development contracts, but is now studying the
extent to which such requirements should be included in these
and other contracts.

Coalcon site selection

You requested that we examine whether the selection of
a site owned by the Peabody Coal Company for the Coalcon pro-
ject constituted an organizational conflict of interest. Your
interest related to the fact that Bechtel Corporation, which
owns a significant share of the Peabody Coal Company, was
deeply involved with formulating and analyzing various energy
programs for ERDA.

ERDA officials told us that no commitment had been made
to actually acquire or lease the Peabody site before the pro-
ject was terminated on June 15, 1977. They said that althouqh
a thorough analysis of the potential organizational conflict
of interest was not made, Bechtel's relationship with ERDA was
considered before Coalcon was authorized to lease the site.

4
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We were unable to determine whether a conflict of interest
existed because ERDA's files were incomplete due to its failure
to make a thorough assessment. Because no commitment was made
to actually acquire or lease the Peabody site, we did not pur-
sue the matter flirther.

Recommendation to the
ERDA Administrator

To better preclude, and Jo answer questions on, possible
organizational conflicts of interest, we recommend that the
ERDA Administrator develop and implement procedures requiring
a formal, documented analysis of possible conflicts of inter-
est before awarding future research and development contracts.

Union Carbide's takeover of Coalcon

On September 24, 1976, Union Carbide notified ERDA that
Chemico planned to drop out of the program, leaving Union
Carbide as the sole contractor. Union Carbide requested ERDA's
endorsement of this action and any comments, qualifications, or
conditions appropriate for ERDA's protection. In November 1976,
ERDA notified Union Carbide that it had no objection to the pro-
posed takeover.

ERDA officials told us that the takeover was no basis for
questioning whether an organizational conflict of interest
existed because Union Carbide had been an equal partner from
the stact of the project and the takeover would not introduce
any new conflict of interest. We agree with ERDA on this
matter.

THE KEN-TEX PROPOSAL

As you know, the proposal submitted by the Ken-Tex Energy
Corporation in response to an ERDA Request for Proposals to
design, construct, and operate a high-Btu coal gasification
demonstration plant was not selected for negotiation and sub-
sequent contract award.

ERDA considered the proposal to be technically competitive
with the other responses but eliminated it from competition
primarily because Ken-Tex was unwilling to accept the 50-50
Government-industry cost sharing requirements for constructing
and operating the p'ant as specified in the Request for Pro-
posals.

Ken-Tex's proposal limited its direct contribution to
$68 million, which represented about 15 percent of the total
estimated project cost. Ken-Tex proposed that the remaining
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35 percent of its share come from its portion of project
revenues it expected during the demonstration phase. ERDA con-
cluded that such an arrangement would significantly increase
the Government's financial risk while reducing Ken-Tex's share
of the risk.

We plan to assess ERDA's cost sharing policy in our report
to the Congress on ERDA's Fossil Energy Demonstration Plants
Program.

Our review was conducted at ERDA Headquarters in
Washington, D.C. We discussed the matters in this report
with ERDA officials and changcs were made where appropriate.
However, as requested by your office, we did not obtain for-
ma: agency comnents.

As arranged with your office, we will send copies to
interested parties and make copies available to others upon
request.

elly you 

Comptroller General
of the United States
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APPENDIX I 
APPENDIX I

FIRST FEDERAI, ATTEMPT TO DEMONSTRATE A SYNTHETIC

FOSSIL ENERGY TECHNOLOGY--A FAILURE

The Coalcon pLoject--the first Federal attempt todemonstrate a synthetic fossil energy technology by convertingcoal to a clean burning liquid fuel--was a paLt of the EnergyResearch and Development Administration's (ERDA's) Clean BoilerFuel. Demonstration Program which was initiated in 19';4 by theOffice of Coal Research, Department of the Interior.

The project was plagued by technical anJ managerial pro-blems from the beginning; failed in its init.i:lJ phase despitea $10 million cost overrun (211 percent) and a 14-1/2 monthschedule slippage; and was terminated on J'ne 15, 1977.

The overall objective of the Clean Boiler Fuel Demon-stration Program is to demonstrate by 1983 that coal can beconverted to clean boiler liquid fuel in an economicalJy andenvironmentally acceptable manner. As a first step toachieve this objective, Interior awarded Coalcon Company--.
partnership between Chemical Construction Corporation andUnion Carbide Corporation--a $237 million contract onJanuary 17, 1975, to design, construct, and operate a cleanboiler fuel demonstration plant.

The contract provided that the work would be done in fourphases and that the Federal Government could unilate-allyterminate the project at the end of any phase. The followingtable summarizes the contract objectives estimated cost, andtarget completion dates for each of the four phases.
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Estimated Estimated comple-
cost in tion date from

Phase millions date of contract Objectives

I a/$ 4.75 3/31/76 Conceptual design of a
commercial plant and
preliminary demonstra-
tion plant design neces-
aary to proceed to Phase
II. Also, this phase
included pilot tests to
provide basic process
information neede to
start Phase II.

I- a/$ 17.7 9/31/77 Detailed demonstration
plant design to prepare
a construction bid pack-
age for actual construc-
tion under Phase III.

III b/$142.3 3/31/80 Demonstration plant
construction.

IV b/$ 72.5 9/30/83 Demonstration plant
testing, evaluation,
and operation.

a/Government funded on a cost plus fixed fee arrangement.

b/Cost shared on a 50-50 basis between the Government and the
contractor.

Two days after this contract award, the Clean Boiler
Fuel Demonstration Program--including the Coalcon project and
program personnel--was transferred to ERDA which was created
on January 19, 1975, by the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974
(Public Law 93-438). According to ERDA's Deputy Assistant
Administrator for Fossil Energy who previously headed Interior's
Office of Coal Research, the Coalcon contract was awarded 2
days prior to ERDA's formation to avoid additional adminisLra-
tive burdens imposed by the Federal Nonnuclear Research and
Development Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-577) which authorizes
ERDA's nonnuclear research and development programs. For
example, the Act requires prior congressional approval of non-
nuclear research and development projects with expenditures
over $50 million and would have delayed the $237 million con-
tract to Coalcon.
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In our view, the Coalcon project failed primarily because

--research and development had not been sufficiently
carried out to resolve several significant tech-
nical rroblems;

--ERDA never had both an adequate work plan for the
project and an effective system to monitor and con-
trol the contractor's progress and project costs; and

-- ERDA did not take timely action to redirect or
terminate the project when it became evident
that it was in serious trouble.

As a result of Coalcon's failure, ERDA's objective to
demonstrate by 1983 that coal can be successfully converted
to clean boiler liquid fuel cannot be achieved because ittakes 8 to 12 years from project conception through successful
demonstration.

FAILURE TO ADEQUATELY RESOLVE
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS BEFORE
STARTING NMONSTRATiON -

According to ERDA, the purpose of demonstration plants isto demonstrate and validate economic, environmental, and pro-
ductive capacity of a near-commercial plant using commercial-
size components. ERDA's fossil energy program plan provides
that the technical feasibility of the process should be
resolved in an earlier phase of the research and development
process.

The Coalcon contract was awarded, however, before thetechnical problems of the process had been adequately researched
and developed. ERDA and the Office of Coal Research both recog-nized that there were major technical problems to be resolved
and planned to resolve them during the first phase of the con-tract.

A major problem requiring resolution concerned the use ofhigh sulfur Eastern coal rather than low sulfur Western coal.
In the early 1960s, Union Carbide constructed and operated amini (20 ton per day) liquid synthetic fuel pilot plant usingWestern coal'. In addition, Union Carbide designed a 5,000 ton
per day prototype plant, but abandoned the project in 1964because coal feedstocks were not competitive with petroleum
feedstocks. Although Coalcon's proposal was based on UnionCarbide's Western coal process, Interior and Coalcon concludedthe process could be adapted to use Eastern coal despite their
knowing that
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-- the process had never been tested with Eastern
coal and

-- the use of Eastern coal involves different tech-
nizal problems than does the use of Western coal.

For example, before the Coalcon contract was awarded, the
Interior source evaluation board evaluating the Coalcon
proposal stated that:

"There are major uncertainties in the operation
of large lock hoppers and the hydrocarbonization
unit with respect to uniform coal flow, coking,
value operation and maintainability. While
studies have been proposed in these areas, it is
emphasized that uncertainties as to the operation
of these units must be resolved before the demon-
stra plan design is finalized." (Underscoring
supplied.)

Such uncertainites have yet to be resolved.

ERDA officials told us they also were aware of the board's
report and the technical problems involved. They said Phase I
provided for pilot tests to better define and reduce the tech-
nical risk associated with the project. These tests, however,
were never completed.

In March 1976, about 14 months into the contract, these
technical problems were once again brought to ERDA's attention
when an independent ERDA contractor reported that "the tech-
nical foundation for the * * * project appears to be seriously
deficient." In November 1976, the Assistant Administrator for
Fossil Energy notified the ERDA Administrator that the project
continued to involve high risk and that Coalcon had reserva-
tions about the Technology using Eastern coal.

Again, in an April 19, 1977, memorandum, an ERDA official
noted that insufficient data were available to design a test
bed unit and that further subscale experimental work was needed.
He said that before scale-up was feasible, data were required
on operability, yield, and character of liquid products, and on
the processing necessary to clecn-up and stablize the liquids
to meet the particulate and sulflr specification of clean
boiler fuels.

ERDA's Deputy Assistant Administrator for Fossil Energy
who previously headed Interior's Office of Coal Research, said
that Interior, with the support of incoming ERDA officials,
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decided to award the contract despite its high risk because
of the 1973 oil embargo and congressional concern that alter-natives to foreign oil be expedited.

Although we recognize that there was--and still is--agreat deal of concern about developing alternatives to foreign
oil, the fact that major technical problems were recognized
and were to be minimized during Phase I should have promptedERDA to effectively plan and closely monitor the project andto take timely action to redirect or terminate the project
when it became evident that it was in serious trouble. As dis-cussed in the following sections, such was not the case.

FAILURE TO EFFECTIVELY PLAN AND
CLOSELY MONITOR THE PROECT

In any endeavor involving high technical risk--such asthe Coalcon project clearly did--a good management system ofplanning, oversight, and control is vital. Management needs tobe aware of the progress and problems of all projects so thattimely corrective actions can be taken when needed.

At no time during the course of the Coalcon project didERDA have an adequate work plan for the project and an effec-tive system to monitor and control the contractor's progress
and project costs. Thus, ERDA allowed the project to continue
for almost 2-1/2 years and reimbursed the contractor about $15million without the necessary tools Lo properly manage and con-
trol the project.

Although ERDA had an approved work plan for the first 8months of the project, the plan was inadequate because it didnot include

-- performance and cost milestones for completing
each project step, and

-- decision points to consider project progress,
costs, and problems and to determine how best
to proceed.

Also, the project scope was changed in September 1975, butERDA never developed a plan or related proaress and costestimates for the change.

Initially, the contractor was operating under the workplan for Phase I which set forth major tasks and subtasks tobe completed. In September 1975, however, ERDA agreed that
certain tasks relating to detailed design, not required untilPhase II, could be consolidated under Phase I.

11
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Although Coalcon submitted several proposed plans during
1976 based on this consolidation, a new plan and revised pro-
gress and cost estimates were never approved by ERDA. Without
ever approving a revised plan, ERDA decided in December 1976--
15 months after the consolidation decision--to terminate the
project effective June 15, 1977, after completion of concep-
tual design of a commercial plant and preliminary demonstration
plant design. Scheduled pilot tests needed to provide basic
process information to start Phase II were never completed.

ERDA's Deputy Assistant Administrator for Fossil Energy
who previously headed Interior's Office cf Coal Research,
told us that during the project's first 8 months there was no
project monitoring system and ERDA's monitoring efforts were
haphazard and monitoring responsibilities were ill defined.
Although ERDA established a project management team--consisting
of ERDA personnel with technical, procurement, and financial
backgrounds--to monitor the contractor's performance and pro-
ject costs, it did not do so until September 1975 when the
project had already used about 55 percent of the Phase I funds.

Monitoring problems apparently continued even after
September 1975 as evidenced by

-- an October 1976 report prepared by an independent
ERDA contractor which noted that the project should
be technically and financially audited to establish
the project's status, and

-- a November 29, 1976, memorandum from the Assistant
Administrator for Fossil Energy to the ERDA Admini-
strator, which concluded that the total cost esti-
mate for the project "must be pinned down."

As of late June 1977 ERDA still had not determined final
project cost, but had obtained the Defense Contract Audit
Agency to review the approximately $15 million paid to Coalcon.
Based on this review, negotiations will be conducted with
Coalcon on any appropriate adjustments.

We believe that ERDA's failure to properly monitor the
project contributed greatly to the project's substantial cost
overruns. This was indicated by a November 18, 1976, memorandum
from the Director, Clean Boiler Fuel Program, to the Director,
Fossil Demonstration Division, which stated that:

"Our records to date based upon Coalcon furnished
information indicate that Phase I, preliminary
engineering, shows a cost growth from $4,750,000
to $12,785,100 * * without any warning from the
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contractor. * * * I wish to emphasize this data
was not made available to ERDA until 30 September1976, and then only after considerable pressure
from the program office. * * Coalcon led me tobelieve that their major effort was on Phase IIwith Phase I being about 97 % complete. Actually,
Phase 1 is only on the order of 36 % complete, andPhase II effort, according to Coalcon's 9/30/76 sub-
mission, 3 % complete. * * * our inability to trackpreliminary engineering progress * * * is very well
documented."

ERDA officials told us that their inability to properlymonitor and control the Coalcon project occurred because of
the confusion and problems associated with the reorganization
of several executive agencies into ERDA. They said thatmanpower shortages essentially precluded a close scrutiny ofthe way the contract was being carried out. As a result, ERDAdepended on Coalcon to alert them of problems being encountered.

The ERDA officials noted that a Sept_,iber 1975 Coalconreport, which strongly indicated that the project was progres-sing satisfactorily and would meet its objectives, led them tobelieve that the project was not in difficulty, the technicalproblems would most likely be resolved, and close scrutiny wasnot required.

They noted also that in February 1976 the Coalcon Presi-dent and General Manager testified before the House Committeeon Science and Technology that the project had "made out-standing progress." He testified that the project was "onschedule, on target cost," even though it had incurred a costoverrun of about 50 percent and, as noted earlier, an inde-pendent ERDA contractor reported about one month after this
testimony that "the technical foundation for the project
appears to be seriously deficient."

in our view, relying solely on Coalcon to notify ERDA ofmajor problems represented an incredibly poor management
practice, especially in light of ERDA officials' knowledge ofthe technical problems facing the project.

FAILURE TO TAKE TIMELY ACTION

In addition to their failure to effectively plan andclosely monitor the Coalcon project, ERDA officials did nottake timely action to redirect or terminate the project whenit became evident that it was in serious trouble. As a result,
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the project continued leng after ERDA became aware of its
mounting problems.

ERDA officials told us that they began to become con-
cerned about the project's progress in early 1976 and initiated
several reviews of the project by independent contractors. Fach
of these reviews indicated a need for more research and develop-
ment work before the process could be demonstrated.

Despite reports on these reviews, beginning in March 1976,
ERDA did not start acticn to redirect or terminate the project
until November 1976, when the Assistant Administrator for Fossil
Energy wrote the ERDA Administrator concerning the technical
problems being experienced, the cost growth that had occirred,
and the need to obtain more data and to do more b .. Lesearch
and development work. ERDA negotiated in December 1976 to
terminate the project on June 15, 1977, after completion of
conceptual design of a commercial plant and preliminary demon-
stration plant design.

CONCLUSIONS

ERDA's first attempt at demonstrating a synthetic fossil
energy technology by converting coal to a clean burning liquid
fuel has been a failure. Thus, the objectives of the Clean
Boiler Fuel Demonstration Proaram to demonstrate by 1983 that
coal can be successfully converted to clean boiler liquid fuel
cannot be achieved because it takes 8 to 12 years from project
conception through successful demonstration.

In our view the project failed because

-- research and development had not bee? sufficiently
carried out to resolve several significant tech-
nical problems;

-- ERDA never had both an adequate work plan for
the project and an effective system to monitor
and control the contractor's progress and pro-
ject costs; and

-- ERDA did not take timely action to redirect or
terminate the project when it became evident
that it was in ssrious trouble.

A good management system of planning, oversight, and
control would have enabled ERDA to identify project problems
in a timely manner and to minimize cost overruns and schedule
slippages. Without such a system, anything but project failure
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was highly unlikely in light of the significant technological
problems of the Coalcon process.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE
ERDA ADMINISTRATOR

To avoid reoccurrence of the types of problems encoun-
tered in the Coalcon project in future demonstration efforts,
we recommend that the ERDA Administrator:

-- Adequately resolve significant technical problems
before the demonstration plant phase is begun.

-- Require the development and formal approval of
project plans, with associated milestones and
decision points, before projects are started.
All proposed changes to approved plans should
also be formally approved.

-- Require the establishment and implementation
of formal project monitoring systems which would
enable ERDA management to track project progress
and costs. Establishment of project plans, mile-
stones, decision points, and monitoring systems
would enable ERDA to identify project problems and
take corrective actions in a timely manner.
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES
WASHING rON, D.C. 201a4

B-17820; .98
DEC 2 2 1976

The Honorable Ken Hechler
house of Representatives

Dear Mr. Hechlers

This is in response to your letter dated October 7, 1976,
concerning the practices of the Energy Research and Development
Administration (ERDA) with respect to the avoidance of organiza-
tional conflicts of interest.

Specifically, you asked for our views and ERDA's position
on several questions regarding a new "Disclosure of Interest"
clause which UEDA uses in certain solicitations, as wall as our
conuents on Title VI, "Organizational Conflicts", of H.R. 94-1718.
Our letter to you dated September 30, 1976, contained a copy of
the "Disclosure of Interest" provision. EDA's position on these
matters was furais.ed to us by a letter dated November 30, 1976,
from the General '.ounsel of ERDA. The questions raised and the
responses are given belowt

I. The statutory basis for ERDA's new "Disclosure of
Interest" provisions.

The Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, 42 U.S,.C 5801 et.
· seq. (1970), provides that the Administrator oF ERDA is "a-thor-
ized to pres-ribe such policies, standards, crit,.ia, procedures,
rules and renulations as he may deem to be necessary or appropriate
to perform functions now or hereafter vested in him." 42 U,S.C.
5815(a: (1970). This authorization to prescribe rules and regula-
tions appears sufficiently broad to include authority to promulgate
organizational conflict of interest provisions for use in ERDA
procurements.

2, The circtmstances where ERDA would not use the organiza-
tional conflict of interest provisions.

ERDA's position on the use of the organizational conflict of
interest provisions is as followst
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"it is contcmplated that both the 'Conflicts of
Interest' and PDisclosur of lnterest' clauses
will be used in all procurements for technical
and management support. The 'Conflicts of Inter-
est clause, modifled to suit the circumstances,
might also be inserted in RD6D contracts whan
appropriate.

"The clauses probably would not be used in acqui-
sition of hardware or standard commercial items.
They would not necessarily be used in development
and design procurements pursuent to BRDA-P Sec.

4-1.5407(b); and they probably would not be used
in cases where it is determiand that it would be
in the Government's best interest to use the con-
tractor(s), notwithstanding possible conflicts of
interast.

"These contemplated procedures are expressed as
probabilities because we are still in the process
of refining KRDA policy in these areas, testing
the use of the clauses in different circumstances,
and assessing their potential impacts via-a-via
statutory programmatic objectives."

We concur with ERDA with respect to procurements for hardwara
or .ntandard commercial items. Procurement of these supplies is
often made through formal advertisement, with the Goverment fur-
nishing detailed product specifications and award being made to
the lowest priced responsible bidder. Since the contractor is
called upon only to deliver an end product which is defined in
detail by toveroment specifications, we see no reason for the use
of the conflict of interest provisions.

With regard to development and design procurements, current
1DZA regulations provides

'Developenat contractors generally should not be
prohibited from consideration as a supplier for a
product which they develop and design. In develop-
ment work it is normal to select fims which have
done the most advanced work and which are the most
experienced in the field. It is expected that
these firms will develop and design around their
own prior knowledge. *** The arrangements for
procurement should provide for the maximum competi-
tion consiattat with satisfying ERDA requirements.
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* * 7LV'ppropr.ata steps L/hould be taken7 to
insure that the information furnished ERDA under
the design and developmvrnt contract is available
to other potential bidderf, on a timely basis."

While we agree generally with gRDA policy on this subject, we think
tl.at use of the disclosure provision and perhaps a modified veraion
o£ the conflict of interest provision would serve a useful purpose
at least with respect to identifying potential unfair competitiv,
advantage situations. The provisions would not per se preclude
award of a contract because of conflict of interest or competitive
advantage, but would provide ERDA with information indicating the
existence and extent of a conflict or competiti'.e advantage, which
ERDA shouled consider in determining whether contract award would be
appropriate. The provisions -would also provide information to ERDA
so that specifically tailored restrictive provisions could be
utilized to mitigate any conflict.

Similarly, we think the clauses should be used even ihere
EIDA has determined tu make award notwithstanding a conflict of
interest. We recognize that situations may arise where it would
be advantageous to the Government to make an award in spite of a
conflict of interest, and, as pointed out above, the conflict of
interest provisions do not preclude award despite the existence
Qf a conflict. However, we believe ERDA should be completely
aware of the extent of a contractor's conflict of interest so that
ERDA may appropriately weigh the contractor's recomnendations and
whatever else is provided with the contract, and for that reason
we think the use of the disclosure provis1ons would be appropriate
regardless of IDA's Intentione regarding award. Even if ERA is
independently aware of contractor conflict or bias, the infonrma-
tion available through offeror's affirmative disclosure might well
highlight the extent of a conflict or provide additional informa-
tion through which bias or conflict might in some way be limited.

In this regard, ERDA's Assistant General Counsel - Procure-
ment has informally advised us that ERD will endeavor to obtain
from all contractors information bearing on the existence and
extent of any conflict, and thereafter restrict the conflict to
the maximnnum extent possible. He further advised that the state-
mret in ERDA's report that the provisions "probably would not be
used" in some instances was intended to mean only that clauses
prepared to suit the particular needs ot individual cases will be
used instead of these standard clauses.

3. The specific mannmer in which EMDA will evaluate the
information to be provided by offerors.

18
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According to EbDA

Wit cannot be said at the moment with any pre-
cision or confidence what will be the 'specific
manner in which ERA will evaluate the Lforma-
tion to be provided by offerors.' Cases where
the clauseshave been used thus far are so few
we have not developed sufficient experience to
make advanced Judgments. We believe that we are
proceeding in a prudent manner to gain such ex-
perience so that we can establish guidelines for
evaluation, given the sensitivity of the problem
and its potential impact on ERDA' e mission,"

Infonmlly, ERDAa Assistant General Counsel- Procurement has
reported that. an offeror's response to the disclosure requirement
will be evaliltaed by a source evaluation board, which is t 1he same
group that eialuates the technical and price aspects of proposals.
The board, which is comprised of procurement, financial, techni-
cal, legal and administrative personnel, will determine if an
offeror has an actual, potential or apparent conflict of interest.
To the extent possible, an offerorl's conflict of interest will be
curtailed by 'appropriate limiting provisions in the contract. GOe-
orally, we are told, if a conflict cannot be avoided, award will
not be made. Award will be made notwithstandirg a conflict only
if it is detre-ned to be in the best interest of the Govaermen,.
IRDA believes this situation will rarely occur, and plans to
develop specific procedures for award selection giving considera-
tion to organizational conflicts of interest and based upon the
experience to be gained in using the new disclosure clause. While
no written procedure for award selection with a focus on conflicts
has yet been made, ERDA is treating the disclosure statement as an
eligibility requirement so that an offeror will not be considered
for award unless the disclosure requirements are satisfied.

4. The likelihood that procurementsa might be delayed as a
result of the provisions.

ERMA statess

"It seems very probable that some delay will
be encountered in various procurements when
these clauses are used and we believe that
many potential contractors will contest or
refuse their application, particularly in
1RD&Di There is always a learnilg process
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when somaising new is tried, especially when
the change is perceived to potentially
thraeten entrance to the marketplace or to
deny ERA the s&r rices of highly regarded com-
panies. Tha extent of delays probably will be
uteven, nnd considerably more operating exe-
rience will be required before qualitative
Judgments can be made as to the magnitude of
the impact of such measures."

We have no basis to believe that Ef)DA's procurements would be
unreasonably delayed.

5. Whether EAD specifically Inforns contractors furnishing
information under its disclosure prcvisions of the false statement
provisions of 18 U.S.C. g 1001 (1970).

ERA doas not specifically inform offorors that their dsclo-
sure statements are subject to 18 U.S.C. I 1001 (1970). In ERDA's
view, it is not necessary "as offerors and bidders are generally
aware of the penalties for furnishlng false information."

6, Whether the Administrator's "affirm',tlve" finding under
Sectlon 19(b) of TLtle VI of H.R. 94-1718 u Ad trigger judicial
review under the Administrative Procedures ,.;t (AP) and thus delay
EWA's programs and whether GAO would raviei the finding.

Section 19(b) of Title VI would limit ERDA's contracting to
situations where the Administrator "affirmatively finds" that
there it little likelihood of a conflict of interest or that any
such conflict has been avoided with appropriate contract condi-
tlons. However, if the Administrator determines that a conflict
cannot be avoided, he may still contract if he determines that it
is in the best interest of the Government.

ERDA is concerned that a "disappointed prospective contractor
* ** might well obtain judicial review" of Title VI determination8s
with "consequent delay to ERDA's procurement process." ERDA recom-
mends that if Title VI should become law, the law should expressly
exempt the Administrator's findings from APA review or make those
findings "finai and conclusive."

The Administrative Procedures Act, 5 U.S.C. O 5S1 et asee
(1970, grants jurisdiction to the Federal District Courts to review
agency actions." However, actions are not judicially reviewable
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under the Act (1) where a *s:-t<e precludes judicial riew or(2) -here "agency action is coammttiad to asency discretion by
law." 5 U.S.C. 1 701 (1970). Title VI would not per se-preclude
judicial review. However, we think that judicial review unJer
the Administrative Procedures Act would likely be precluded on
the ground that these agency "fid-ings" are by their nature
discretionary, rather than Ltnisterl l.

Moreover, even if judicial review were to occur, we do not
believe that it would impose unreasonable delay on £RDA procure-
mants. Federal procuremants are currently reviewvable by theDistrict Courts. See Scanwell Laboratories v. Shaffer, 424 F. 2d
859 (D.C. Cir. 1970) }:e rriam v. iUnzi, 476 F. 2d i223 (3rd. Cir,.1973), We do not believe that challenges to conflict of interest
provisions w Ad add significantly t whratever delay is currently
engene'ored by judicial review of procurement actions, In this
regard, we point out that under current standards, before a court
Vkil'. enjoin the award of a co2?'t, the complaining party would
have to demonstrate the likelihood of success on the msrits and
that the public interest vill not be significantly harmed byissuance of the injunction. See, e.i., Virvinia Petroleum Jobbersazsociation v. Fedaral Power Co[nission, 259 F. 2d 921 (D.C. C;lr.
1958); enral Electric Como'ny v. Sem-,ans, 340 F. Supp. 636 (D.C.
D.C. 1972). This is a considerable burde.n

GAO would likely review these "afflirrntive findings" ln the
context of a bid proteste However, our review probably would be
undertaken with the view that the e"'"lnist.- .iLve determination is
entitled to great weight, and we probably would not question suehdetermination unless it was clearly shown to be arbitrary, unrea-sonable or without a substantial basis in fact. We point out,
however, that if Title VI were to provide that the Administrator's
findings were "final and conclusive," GAO review would be precluded.

7. Our comments on Title VI.

The provisions of Title VI seem consistent tith the intended
purpose of avoiding organizational conflicts of interest to the
maximum practicable extent without unreasonably delaying the pro-curemant process. We believe its enactment would serve a useful
purpose.
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As you requested, w are today sending copies of this letter

and our letter to you dated September 30, 1976, to Senator Abourezk

and Congressman Ottinger.

Sincerely yo,,rs,

RI. F.KELIE

Comptroller General
Deputy of the United States
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